We investigate the impact of using emotional patterns identified by the clinical practitioners and computational linguists to enhance the prediction capabilities of a mental illness detection (in our case depression and posttraumatic stress disorder) model built using a deep neural network architecture. Over the years, deep learning methods have been successfully used in natural language processing tasks, including a few in the domain of mental illness and suicide ideation detection. We illustrate the effectiveness of using multitask learning with a multi-channel convolutional neural network as the shared representation and use additional inputs identified by researchers as indicatives in detecting mental disorders to enhance the model predictability. Given the limited amount of unstructured data available for training, we managed to obtain a task-specific AUC higher than 0.90. In comparison to methods such as multi-class classification, we identified multi-task learning with multi-channel convolution neural network and multiple-inputs to be effective in detecting mental disorders.
Introduction
Social media platforms have revolutionized the way people interact as a society and have become an integral part of everyday life where many people have started sharing their day to day activities on these platforms. Such real-time data portraying one's daily life could reveal invaluable insights into one's cognition, emotion, and behavioral aspects. With its rapid growth among different demographics and being a source enriched with valuable information, social media can be a significant contributor to the process of mental disorder and suicide ideation detection.
In the domain of mental illness detection and especially when using social media text, lack of sufficiently-large annotated data and the inability to extract explanation on the derived outcome have restricted researchers to use traditional machine learning algorithms other than state-of-theart methods such as deep neural networks. The proposed research explores the feasibility of applying the state-of-the-art processes in combination with features identified using manual feature engineering methods to enhance the prediction accuracy while maintaining low false negative and false positive rates. Also, this research looks into detecting multiple mental disorders at the same time by sharing lower level features among the different tasks. Intuitively, learning multiple mental disorders using a single neural network architecture in comparison to using a single network to identify only one mental illness is a logical approach considering the psychological and linguistic characteristics shared among the individuals susceptible of being diagnosed with different mental disorders.
Mental illness detection in social media using Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods is considered as a difficult task due to the complex nature of mental disorders. According to the American Psychiatric Association (2013), a mental disorder is a "syndrome characterized by a clinically significant disturbance in an individual's cognition, emotion regulation, or behavior that reflects a dysfunction in the psychological, biological, or developmental processes underlying mental functioning". Mental disorders have become and continue to be a global health problem. More than 300 million people from varied demographics suffer from depression (World Health Organization, 2018a) , and have broader implications where 23% deaths in the world were caused due to mental and substance use disorders (World Health Organization, 2014) . In Canada, one in every five Canadians has experienced some form of mental ill-ness (Canadian Mental Health Association, 2016) . The adverse impact of mental disorders is prominent when looking into the number of Canadians who have committed suicide, where 90% of them were suffering from some form of a mental disorder (Mental Health Commission of Canada, 2016) .
When considering the current treatment procedures for mental illnesses, the first step is to screen the individual for symptoms using questionnaires. With such an approach, the interviewee could be more vulnerable to memory bias and also could adapt to the guidelines prescribed by the assessor. Using such screening procedures might not expose the actual mental state of an individual, and hence, the prescribed treatments could be inadequate. Also, due to various socio-economic aspects, people with mental disorders have not been able to receive adequate treatments. The lack of sufficient treatments can be seen in countries with all types of income levels. For example, between 76% to 85% of the people from countries in low to middle-class income do not receive sufficient treatments for their mental illnesses, while 35% to 50% of the people from high-income countries do not receive adequate treatments (World Health Organization, 2018b) . In addition to insufficient treatments, social stigma and discrimination have prohibited people from getting proper treatment and social support (World Health Organization, 2018b) . Due to the constraints as mentioned above and social media becoming an integral part of everyday life for many individuals, researchers have identified the importance of using social media data as a source for ascertaining individuals susceptible of mental disorders (De Choudhury, 2013 , 2014 . Due to the rapid growth in social media users within different demographics (Statista, 2017) , and the abundance of information that can be extracted about the users could bring invaluable insights that can be used to detect signs of mental illnesses and suicide ideation that can be challenging to obtain using structured questionnaires. Taking the factors mentioned above into consideration, we have proposed a solution that incorporates certain profound features manually engineered by researchers into a multi-task learning architecture, to enhance the model predictability to distinguish neurotypical users from users susceptible to mental disorders. We hope that our research will encourage other researchers to investigate further the possibilities of incorporating verified manually en-gineered features into architectures similar to the proposed one, to enhance the prediction accuracies in identifying users susceptible to mental disorders.
Key Contributions
• We demonstrate the applicability of a convolutional neural network with a multi-channel architecture on different classification tasks using unstructured and limited social media data.
• We illustrate the use of multi-task learning to predict users susceptible to depression and PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder).
• We built an emotion classifier to identify the emotion category (i.e., sad, anger, fear, joy) associated with the tweets posted by the users and used those categories as multiple inputs within the deep neural network architecture. We also explore the impact of using metadata (age and gender) as multiple inputs to enhance the model predictability.
Ethical Considerations
It is of greater importance to follow strict guidelines on ethical research conduct when the research data resembles vulnerable users who could be compromised. The researchers working with data that could be used to single out individuals must take adequate precautions to avoid further psychological distress. During our research, we have given thorough considerations to these ethical facets and have adopted strict guidelines to ensure the anonymity and privacy of the data. Similar to the guidelines proposed by Benton et al. (2017a) , we have exercised strict hardware and software security measures. Our research does not involve any intervention and has focused mainly on the applicability of machine learning models in determining users susceptible to mental disorders.
Related work
As social media has become an integral part of ones' day-to-day-life, it will be insightful to identify to what extent an individual has disclosed her/his personal information and whether accurate and sufficient information is being published to determine whether or not a person has a mental disorder. Considering the Twitter platform, rather than just sharing depressed feelings, users are more likely to self-disclose to the extent where they reveal detailed information about their treatment history (Park et al., 2013) . The same level of self-disclosure can be identified in the Reddit forums (Balani and De Choudhury, 2015) and specifically by users with anonymous accounts (Pavalanathan and De Choudhury, 2015) . Also, it was identified that personality traits and metafeatures such as age and gender could have a positive impact on the model performances when detecting users susceptible to PTSD and depression (Preot et al., 2015) . Similarly, we have also identified that age and gender as multiple inputs have positively impacted model predictability when used with multi-task learning.
Text extracted from social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and other similar forums has been successfully used in various natural language processing (NLP) tasks to identify users with different mental disorders and suicide ideation. Social media text was used to classify users with insomnia and distress (Jamison-Powell et al., 2012; Lehrman et al., 2012) , postpartum depression (De Choudhury et al., 2013a ,b, 2014 , depression (Resnik et al., 2015a (Resnik et al., , 2013 (Resnik et al., , 2015b Schwartz et al., 2014; Tsugawa et al., 2015) , Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (Coppersmith et al., 2014a,b) , schizophrenia (Loveys et al., 2017) and many other mental illnesses such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Bipolar Disorder, Eating Disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (Coppersmith et al., 2015a) .
With the advancements in neural network-based algorithms, more research has been conducted successfully in detecting mental disorders, despite the limited amount of data. Kshirsagar et al. (2017) have used recurrent neural networks with attention to detect social media posts resembling crisis. Husseini Orabi et al. (2018) demonstrated that using convolution neural network-based architectures produces better results compared to recurrent neural network-based architectures when detecting users susceptible to depression. Even though our experiments are to categorize users into three classes (i.e., control, depression, PTSD), the proposed multi-channel architecture have produced comparable results to the ones presented by Husseini Orabi et al. (2018) using binary classification to distinguish users susceptible to depression.
Proposed solution
The proposed solution consists of two key components. The first identifies the type of emotion expressed by each user using the model trained on the WASSA 2017 shared task dataset. The identified emotion categories are used as multiple inputs within the multi-task learning environment. The second component is the model that predicts users susceptible to PTSD or depression. When structuring the two neural network models (i.e., for emotion classification and mental illness detection), a common base architecture is used. The base architecture is a multi-channel Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with three different kernel sizes (i.e., 1, 2, and 3). Through experiments, we identified that the multi-channel CNN architecture manages to produce better validation accuracies compared to the accuracies produced by Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based models, which are commonly used with sequence data.
Data
Emotion Classification We use the data from the 8th Workshop on Computational Approaches to Subjectivity, Sentiment & Social Media Analysis (WASSA-2017). The data was used in the shared task to identify emotion intensity (Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017) . The tweets in the dataset were assigned with the labels: anger, fear, joy and sadness, and their associated intensities. Table 1 The dataset contains 194 tweets that belong to multiple emotion categories. For example, the tweet: "I feel like I am drowning. #depression #anxiety #falure #worthless" is associated with the labels 'fear' and 'sadness'. When training the model, we created a single training dataset by combining both the train and test data and tested the trained model on the development dataset. The main reason for using such an approach is to im-prove the neural network model training by providing as much data as possible so that model overfitting will be reduced while increasing the model generalization. During our training, we did not take into consideration the emotional intensity and expect to use it in our future research as an additional input.
Mental Illness Detection To detect whether a user is a neurotypical user or if the user is susceptible to having either PTSD or depression, we used the dataset from the Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) 2015 shared task (Coppersmith et al., 2015b) . Table 2 Preprocessing: All the URLs, @mentions, #hashtags, RTweets, emoticons, emojis, and numbers were removed. We removed a selected set of stopwords but kept first, second, and third person pronouns. It was discovered that users susceptible to mental disorders such as depression have frequently used the first-person singular pronouns compared to neurotypical users (Pennebaker et al., 2007) . Also, the punctuation marks except for a selected few were removed. The full stop, comma, exclamation point, and the question mark were kept while removing all the other punctuation marks. The NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) tweet tokenizer was used to tokenize the tweets. We selected 200,000 unique tokens to build the vocabulary, rather than choosing all the unique words, which could lead to sparse word vectors with high dimensionality.
Vocabulary Generation: To obtain an enriched dictionary containing the most relevant terms, we introduced a novel approach instead of the traditional approach used in many deep learning APIs (e.g., Keras deep learning high-level API 1 ). Our approach takes into account the top 'K' terms based on their term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores. To build the 1 https://keras.io/preprocessing/text/ dictionary, first, we calculated the TF-IDF values under each user (i.e., by considering all the train/validation tweets of a single user as one single document). Then we took the maximum score out from all the assigned TF-IDF scores given the word. The reason for taking the maximum is to extract the words identified as closely related to a given user. Based on the computed TF-IDF scores, we picked the top 'K' words (K=200,000) to construct the vocabulary. A dictionary created using the above approach allows the model to capture the underlying relationships between the critical words. In comparison to the word frequencybased approach, using the vocabulary based on the TF-IDF scores has produced relatively better results for the recorded matrices (refer Table 4 ). When analyzing the model's prediction accuracy and loss (i.e., on training and validation data) over five-fold cross-validation, we identified that the model trained using the TF-IDF based vocabulary has been more stable with less randomness compared to the model trained using the vocabulary based on word frequencies.
When choosing the maximum sequence length for the input data, it is essential to capture as much information as possible from each user, especially given consideration to the research domain of mental illness detection. Since we have concatenated all the individual tweets belonging to one user as a single string, a high variance in the sequence length was identified among users. On average, a single user has used around 15,800 tokens, where the maximum number of tokens used by an individual user is nearly 64,800. Rather than experimenting with different sequence lengths, we selected the maximum length for the sequence by adding three standard deviations to the average sequence length covering 99% of users with a sequence length of 46,200 tokens. The shorter sequences were padded with zeros (to the end of the sequence), and the longer sequences were truncated (from the end of the sequence).
Model Architecture The selected model architecture consists of three main components: multitask learning, CNN with multi-channel, and multiinputs. Multi-task learning is known to be successful when the data is noisy and limited so that when trying to learn one task, it could gain additional information from the other tasks to identify the most relevant features. Learning a shared representation so that individual tasks can benefit from one another (Caruana, 1997) can be considered as one of the most appropriate architectures when trying to detect multiple mental illnesses. Benton et al. (2017b) demonstrated the successful use of multi-task learning to recognize mental illnesses and suicide ideation. Different from their approach, we add multiple features discovered by researchers in the fields of computational linguistics and psychology, to enhance the model performances. We consider that it is important to identify the impact of manually engineered features on the model's predictability. We also recognized that using a CNN multi-channel architecture is best suited for tasks dealing with limited unstructured data compared to RNN architectures or multilayer perceptrons (MLP).
We used a multi-channel model as the base model in both emotion classification (i.e., to detect anger, sadness, joy, fear) and mental illness detection (i.e., to detect PTSD and depression).
The multi-channel model uses three versions of a standard CNN architecture with different kernel sizes. We identified that using different kernel sizes (different n-grams sizes) with Global Maximum Pooling produces better results compared to a standard CNN architecture. The optimal validation accuracies for both emotion and mental illness detection models were derived using three channels with kernel sizes 1, 2, and 3. Increasing the kernel sizes or the number of channels reduced the validation accuracies. For the emotion classification task, the CNN in each channel was tested with 64 filters, same padding and a stride of 1 (distance between successive sliding windows). We used Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the activation function. To normalize the data and to reduce the impact of model overfitting, we used the batch normalization layer and used a dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) as the regularization technique with a probability of 0.2. As the final layer in each channel, we used global maximum pooling to reduce the number of parameters needed to learn so that it could further reduce the impact of model overfitting. The outputs from each global maximum pooling layers (from each channel) were concatenated and fed into a fully connected layer with four hidden units that use sigmoid activation to generate the output. All the inputs were sent through trainable embedding layers (randomly initialized) with a dimension of 300 for the emotion classification task and 100 for the mental illness detection task.
Throughout our research, we did not emphasize much on word embeddings as our primary objective was to identify the impact of merging features derived using deep learning methods with few of the notable features that were identified over the years by researchers on detecting mental illnesses. Even though our best results were obtained by instantiating the embedding layer weights with random numbers (refer Table 4 ), we conducted several preliminary experiments using word embeddings trained on the fastText algorithm. We decided to use fastText because given the unstructured nature of the twitter messages we could obtain a more meaningful representation by expressing a word as a vector constructed out of the sum of several vectors for different parts of the word . One of the reasons for the low measurements could be due to the reason that we used fewer data to train our embeddings.
Mental illness detection When building the multi-task learning model to detect mental illnesses, the base model architecture (i.e., for the shared representation) has used a structure similar to the one used in emotion classification. The fundamental changes to the base model include: using 256 filters instead of 64 and using L1 kernel regularization in each convolution layer. We used the trained model on the emotion data to predict the emotion category of the individual Twitter messages in the CLPSych 2015 dataset. We grouped the predicted probabilities for each user under the different emotion categories by calculating the standard deviation. We used the predicted probabilities for each emotion category as multiple inputs when detecting neurotypical and depressed users, while age and gender were used as inputs when predicting users with PTSD. Before concatenating the multiple-inputs with the output from the multi-channel architecture, the multipleinputs were transformed using a fully connected layer with 128 hidden units and ReLU activation. The output from the shared layers and the transformed multiple inputs were merged before being used as the input to the fully connected layer with three individual hidden units and sigmoid activation. Before applying multiple-inputs to the neural network architecture, all the relevant inputs were normalized using a minimum, maximum scaler initialized within the range 0 and 1. The neu-ral network architecture used for the multi-task, multi-channel, multi-input model for mental illness detection is shown in Figure 1 .
Model Training When training both the emotion and the mental illness detection models, we minimized the validation loss to learn the optimal neural network parameters. To train both the models, we used minibatch gradient descent with smaller batch sizes. Using a smaller batch size is known to stabilize model training while increasing the model generalizability. In many cases, the optimal results were obtained by using batch sizes smaller or equal to 32 (Masters and Luschi, 2018) .
In our experiments, we used batch sizes 32 and 8 respectively for training the emotion and mental illness detection models. Both models were trained for 15 epochs and used early stopping when the validation loss has stopped improving. The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) was used when training both the models with the default learning rate of 0.001.
Results

Emotion classification
The emotion detection task was implemented as a multi-class, multi-label classification because the same Twitter message can belong to multiple classes. Since we would like to have independent probability values for each class rather than a probability distribution over the four classes, we used binary cross-entropy as the loss function. Having independent probability values is betteroriented towards the identification of independent emotion categories. In Table 3 , the recorded accuracy is based on the Keras API 2 accuracy calculation on the multiclass, multi-label models where it takes into account the individual label predictions rather than a complete match (i.e., if there is more than one label per instance). The F1-score, precision, and recall measures are calculated based on the 'macro' averaging on the exact match and hence the low percentages. We have also reported the label ranking average precision score, which averages over the individual ground truth label per instance. This metric is mainly used in tasks that involve multilabel ranking. From the reported results, it can be seen that the multi-channel CNN model has given the best results compared to the standard CNN model and the RNN based model. Based on the outcome, we have used the above trained multichannel CNN model to make predictions on the CLPsych 2015 individual tweets.
Mental illness detection
For detecting mental illnesses, we used binary cross-entropy loss as the loss function and sigmoid activation as the final layer activation. The data was sampled using Stratified Shuffle Split to maintain class distribution between 80%/20% of training and validation data. Our models were evaluated only on the validation data because the CLPSych 2015 shared task test data labels were not made available. To ascertain the model reliability, we performed 5-fold cross-validation and discovered that having multi-inputs on a multitask, multi-channel architecture does increase the model performances. The recorded model accuracies were averaged over five folds with a standard deviation of 0.01. Table 4 demonstrates the model performances according to different combinations of the multitask, multi-channel, and multi-input architectures. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted several experiments using variants of two deep learning architectures; Convolutional Neural Networks, and Recurrent Neural Networks and also to measure a baseline, we used the shallow learning approach; Support Vector Machine. The experiments: MtMcMi (Multi-task Multi-channel, Multi-input), MtMc (Multi-task, Multi-channel), MtMcMiFT(Multitask, Multi-channel, Multi-input, using FastText word representations), MtMcMiFr (Multi-task, Multi-channel, Multi-input, using word Frequen- Table 4 : Mental illness detection using multi-task, multi-channel, multi-input architecture. The labels 'C', 'D' and 'P' denotes 'Control', 'Depressed' and 'PTSD' cies), McMclass (Multi-channel, Multi-class), biLSTMMtMi (bidirectional Long Short Term Memory, Multi-task, Multi-input), biLSTMMt (bidirectional Long Short Term Memory, Multitask), svmMclass (support vector machine, Multiclass) were conducted to identify a fitting approach to discover individuals who are susceptible of mental disorders.
The metrics used for the evaluation are accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC). The AUC score is used to compare the model performances where the average AUC is calculated with standard deviation. The standard deviation is used as a mechanism to identify variance among model performances, which could bring insight into the reliability of the trained model. For each experiment, we recognized that the standard deviation is approximately around 0.01, which provides an empirical confirmation that the sampling using stratified shuffle splits provides an accurate representation of the complete dataset.
The "MtMcMi" architecture uses features based on emotion as multi-inputs on the control and depressed users while age and gender were used on the users with PTSD. In comparison to "MtMc" which is multi-task, multi-channel without multiinputs, we could see that using multiple inputs have increased the average AUC score, as well as most of the other evaluation matrices (i.e., precision, recall, and F1-score) . Even though the increase could not be considered as significant, the potential room for improvement is high if provided with more accurate emotion prediction and additional profound features identified by researchers. Concerning the emotion detection task, we could have obtained considerable improvements in prediction accuracies if provided with additional data when training the deep learning model. When analyzing the result for "MtMcMiFr", which is using the Multi-task, Multi-channel, Multi-input architecture with the vocabulary created using the default word frequencies; we could identify that our proposed approach, which uses the vocabulary constructed using the weighted TF-IDF words has produced comparatively better results. Even though the gained improvements could not be considered as significant, the proposed method can be regarded as an effective approach when initiating the vocabulary, that provides a balance between the rare and frequently used words.
In the experiment "MtMcMiFT", where we used the fastText embeddings layer with the number of dimensions equal to 100 as an input to the Multi-channel convolutional neural network, it was observed that the results obtained using the randomly initialized embedding layer are higher than with the fastText pre-trained embeddings. This could be due to embeddings not being trained on a sufficiently large dataset (we trained them only on the CLPSych 2015 dataset). In future work, we will conduct further research to enhance the embedding layer word representation by using state-of-the-art language modeling approaches trained on larger datasets.
The effectiveness of using convolutional neural network models can be identified when evaluating the results obtained using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based architectures. The "biLST-MMtMi" method uses a bidirectional Long Short Term Memory ("biLSTM") model in a Multi-task, Multi-input design and comparatively has produced poor results for different combinations of hyperparameters. This could be due to several reasons such as the unstructured nature of the Twitter text as well as the non-existence of long-term dependencies. For example, our best results were obtained when using the kernel sizes (i.e., the number of consecutive tokens) one, two, and three and ones the kernel sizes are increased the overall model predictability decreases. When using a "biLSTM" model as the shared layer in multi-task learning without multiple inputs ("biLSTMMt"), the results are somewhat better compared to when using multi-inputs.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of using multitask learning to detect multiple mental disorders, we compared the proposed approach with multiclass classification to distinguish neurotypical users from users susceptible to having either PTSD or depression. First, we used a multichannel convolutional neural network to predict the three classes (i.e., control, depress, and PTSD). In comparison to our proposed approach, we can identify that multiclass classification using CNN have produced slightly better results on two occasions, which is for average accuracy and recall under the control class. Through further analysis, we see that average precision, F1-score, and AUC scores are higher for all three classes when using the proposed approach. Overall the multiclass classification task has produced low scores (especially for precision, F1-score, and AUC) when detecting users susceptible to depression and PTSD while the proposed approach has contributed significantly better results. The better results could be due to the reason that depression is commonly identified among individuals with PTSD, and the shared layer has managed to learn such common characteristics while the task-specific layers have learned the individual features unique to each disorder.
As a baseline, we used the linear SVM classifier with TF-IDF features (200,000 features) in a multiclass classification task (i.e., svmMclass). When sampling the data, five splits of 80% training and 20% testing were created using the Stratified Shuffle Split method to maintain class distribution. We also computed a majority class baseline, which classifies everything in the largest class (the control class in the training data). It achieved an accuracy of 50.21% on the test data. Overall, we can see that using limited unstructured data with an architecture based on CNN have produced better results compared to the solution based on RNN. Notably, the multi-task, multi-channel architecture with multiple-inputs has provided the best results and confirms that using multiple-inputs has a positive influence on the overall model performances. Also, the appropriateness of using multitask learning instead of multiclass classification to detect multiple mental disorders is highlighted. Similar to the fact that certain mental disorders share specific common symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), multi-task learning has managed to learn such characteristics through a shared representation followed with task-specific layers to identify the unique attributes to differentiate multiple mental disorders.
Comparison to related work
Even though our work could not be directly compared with (Benton et al., 2017b) , we can identify that our model has produced competitive results, especially when comparing the AUC score for detecting users with PTSD and depression. Our best model has scored an AUC score >0.90 in identifying all three individual classes (control, depression, PTSD) in comparison to an AUC score <0.80 for detecting PTSD and depression and an AUC score >0.90 for detecting the neurotypical users (Benton et al., 2017b) . In the CLPSych 2015 shared task (Coppersmith et al., 2015b) , Resnik et al. (2015a) have reported AUC scores of 0.86 (depression vs. control), 0.84 (depression vs. PTSD) and 0.89 (PTSD vs. control) and similarly Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2015) have reported an average AUC score around 0.86 in differentiating neurotypical users from users susceptible to PTSD and depression. Even though we have produced better results using the validation dataset, we could not directly compare our results with the shared task participants as they have evaluated their models against the test dataset which was not made available to us. In our future work, we will conduct experiments using public forum post data extracted from platforms such as Reddit 3 . In comparison, the proposed approach can be tested with adequate adjustments to detect multiple mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, PTSD, and six others using the dataset introduced by Cohan et al. (2018) . The authors have achieved an F1-score of 27.83% for multi-class classification and 53.56% and 57.60% respectively, when detecting depression and PTSD as binary classification tasks.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the impact of merging features derived using deep neural network architectures with profound manually engineered features identified by researchers over the years using shallow learning to detect mental disorders using social media text. In particular, we have identified that by using a multi-channel convolutional neural network as a shared layer in a multi-task learning architecture with multipleinputs (e.g., different emotion categories, age, and gender) have produced comparatively competitive results in detecting multiple mental disorders (in our case depression and PTSD). For future work, we will continue our research on suicide risk detection, and the temporal impact different mental disorders have on suicide ideation.
